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Mobility problems may cause pain in dogs...
and they are common to dogs of all ages
across a wide spectrum of breeds.

Is your dog experiencing joint pain and
mobility problems?

A key characteristics of mobility problems
is the ‘vicious cycle’ of pain making the dog
reluctant to exercise or play; which leads to
weight gain and stiffness: which makes the
joints even more painful.

What might your vet recommend?
Why do vets recommend Mobility C2P+?
Who developed Mobility C2P+ range?
Is Mobility C2P+ suitable for your dog?
How can you track your dog’s improvement?

IS YOUR DOG
EXPERIENCING JOINT PAIN
& MOBILITY PROBLEMS?
There are early warning signs that every
dog owner should look out for:
is your dog ‘stiff’ first thing in the
morning?
does he have difficulty getting up from
his bed?
does he have trouble walking after
exercise?
is he limping or ‘favouring’ one
particular leg when he walks?
does he run, jump and play less than
he used to?
does he have difficulty jumping in and
out of the car or climbing stairs?
does he growl or wince if you stroke
him?
is he withdrawn, depressed or
listless?
has he started sleeping in unusual
places?
has he lost his appetite?

If you recognise that your dog is starting to
show any of these signs, it’s time to ask
your vet for advice.

WHAT MIGHT YOUR VET
RECOMMEND?
If your vet agrees that your dog is starting to
show the signs of mobility problems, there
are a number of treatment options that
might be recommended, including:
prescribing pain-killing drugs to
provide immediate relief
prescribing anti-inflammatory drugs
to reduce swelling in the joints
a
specially-designed
exercise
programme, adapted for your dog’s
specific needs
a course of physiotheraphy to gently
mobilise the joints

Your vet may also recommend a specially
developed therapeutic nutrition such as
Royal Canin Mobility C2P+, designed to help
your dog regain his active mobility and
quality of life.

WHY DO VETS RECOMMEND
MOBILITY C2P+?
The answer is, because the Royal Canin
Mobility C2P+ diet is the only nutrition to
feature the new scientifically proven
patented breakthrough ‘C2P+TM Joint
Complex’, our unique combination of three
active compounds:
Curcumin
Hydrolysed collagen
Green tea extract

Individually, each of these nutrients is
known to promote joint health. Combined
together, they have now been discovered to
have a proven ‘synergistic’ action that really
makes a difference in the long-term
management of mobility.

WHO DEVELOPED
MOBILITY C2P+?
The C2P+TM Joint Complex was developed
by Royal Canin in partnership with a
Veterinary University. The Bone and
Cartilage Research Unit and the Laboratory
of Human Motion Analysis, all in Liege, in
Belgium.

WHICH DIETS ARE
AVAILABLE IN THE
MOBILITY C2P+ RANGE?
As well as delivering great palatability,
Royal Canin Mobility C2P+ is also available
in 2kg, 7kg and 14kg packs of dry food and
in a 400g can of ‘loaf’ wet food, offering a
choice of textures to suit every individual
dog’s preference.

IS MOBILITY C2P+
SUITABLE FOR YOUR DOG?
The unique Mobility C2P+ formula has been
designed to suit every dog with mobility
sensitivity, regardless of breed and size.
Mobility C2P+ is particularly appropriate for
mature dogs as it contains reduce
phosphorus.
Please check with your vet if it is suitable
for your dog.
Both products in the Mobility C2P+ range
are moderate in calories.

The dry diet has also been designed to sit in
our S/O IndexTM range, specifically
formulated to create an unfavourable
environment for the creation of oxalate and
struvite uroliths in the urine.
Mobility C2P+
2kg; 7kg; 14kg

Mobility C2P+
in a can 400g

Because mixing wet texture food into dry
texture food can increase acceptance, you
also have the option to mix the dry and wet
variants of Royal Canin Moblity C2P+
together.

HOW CAN YOU TRACK
YOUR DOG’S IMPROVEMENT?

AFTER 4 WEEKS OF FEEDING
ROYAL CANIN MOBILITY C2P+

Before you start feeding your dog Royal
Canin Mobility C2P+, complete the
scorecard below and total up his overall
Mobility Score, answering each question
with the following range of scores:
NO = score 0
SLIGHTLY = score 1
MODERATELY = score 2
SEVERELY = score 3

Keep this and repeat the scoring process
after 4 weeks and after 8 weeks of feeding.
The lower his Mobility Score, the better. Do
not hesitate to show the vet your dog’s
score at each visit.

BEFORE STARTING TO FEED
ROYAL CANIN MOBILITY C2P+

AFTER 8 WEEKS OF FEEDING
ROYAL CANIN MOBILITY C2P+

